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Abstract—The number of Free Online Machine Translation
(FOMT) users witnessed a spectacular growth since 1994. FOMT
systems change the aspects of machine translation (MT) and the
mass translated materials using a wide range of natural
languages and machine translation systems. Hundreds of millions
of people use these FOMT systems to translate the holy Quran
(Al-Qurʾān) verses from the Arabic language to other natural
languages, and vice versa. In this study, an automatic evaluation
for the use of FOMT systems to translate Arabic Quranic text
into English is conducted. The two well-known FOMT systems
(Google and Bing Translators) are chosen to be evaluated in this
study using a metric called Assessment of Text Essential
Characteristics (ATEC). ATEC metric is one of the automatic
evaluation metrics for machine translation systems. ATEC scores
the correlation between the output of a machine translation
system and professional human reference translation based on
word choice, word orders and the similarity between MT output
and the human reference translation. Extensive evaluation has
been conducted on two well-known FOMT systems to translate
Arabic Quranic text into English. This evaluation shows that
Google translator performs better than Bing translator in
translating Quranic text. It is noticed that the average ATEC
score does not exceed 41% which indicates that FOMT systems
are ineffective in translating Quranic texts accurately.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The Arabic word "Quran", "Qurʾan" or "(Al-Qurʾān)"
means literally "the recitation". The holy Quran is considered
by Muslims around the world as the verbatim word of God
(Allah) dictated by Allah through the archangel Gabriel (Jibrīl)
to the Prophet Muhammad. Holy Quran is divided into 114
Sûrats (chapters). Each Sûrat consists of several number āyāts
(verses). The length of these Sûrats varies considerably, where
Sûrat length is measured in the number of āyāts that it has and
that varies from few āyāts (verses) as in the first Sûra (AlFatiha) which consists of seven verses only to hundreds of
āyāts within the same Quranic Sûrats such as the second Sûra
(Al-Baqarah) that consists of 286 verses. The total number of
Quranic verses is 6,236 [1-4].
The Quran is originally saved and written in the Arabic
language. To sustain its high authenticity, translators of Quran
into other natural languages strive to be consistent in terms of
such translation. Nonetheless, it is known that when translating

words and statements from one language to another, more than
one word can be used to translate/interpret a particular word. In
addition, and due to the nature of differences between the
different natural languages, in many cases, word-by-word
translation may not produce meaningful statements. As such,
the general statement meaning or interpretation may be
necessary to explain the meaning of Quran statements despite
the fact that such meaning translation or interpretation may not
be literal or word by word identical to the original one.
The expansion of information through the Internet gives a
huge source of information to all humans worldwide to access
and read information. Information can be then written in one
language in one place in the world, read and translated to all
other languages and places. Many information retrieval
systems and search engines such as Google provide their own
interpretation of information and data posted to web pages
when translating text from one language to another. The
correctness or accuracy of such online dictionary or language
translation should then be evaluated especially when it comes
to sensitive texts such as holy or religious books including the
holy Quran.
The Arabic language gains interest recently due to many
religious and political factors. Non-Arabic speakers still need
to translate the holy Quran in order to know its meaning or to
understand it. Many none Arabic-speakers use online FOMT
systems to translate the holy Quran. These systems need to be
evaluated to know the quality of their outputs.
The evaluation of MT systems is subjective and not
objective whether it is conducted by a professional human
expert or by computerized systems using metrics such as
BLEU or ATEC. The quality of automatic machine translation
may vary due to different algorithms used by these MT
systems. The variations in the evaluation of different automatic
metrics to evaluate the effectiveness of different machine
translation systems is due to the following reasons. First, it may
depend on the machine translation algorithms, dictionary size
or correctness, or the nature of the language and the input text.
The evaluation of the quality of translation by ATEC
(Assessment
of
Text
Essential
Characteristics:
http://mega.ctl.cityu.edu.hk/ctbwong/ATEC/ [5]) metric is
based on Word choice and word position to automatically
evaluate MT systems. ATEC metric is proposed by Wong and
Kit and was presented for the first time in 2008 [6]. ATEC is
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used in this study to evaluate the effectiveness of two Wellknown FOMT online systems (Google and Bing Translators).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
exhibits an overview of the related work. Section III presents
the proposed methodology. Section IV exhibits the
experiments, and section V presents the results of the
conducted experiments on four Sûrats (Chapters) from the holy
Quran which totally constitute to around 9% of the whole
number of Quranic verses. Section VI presents the conclusions.
II.

RELATED WORK

The cost and speed are the main reasons that lead to the
widespread and extensive use of machine translation systems.
No one claims that the MT systems and their automatic
evaluation are better than human professionals. However, these
tools are cheaper and faster when compared with human effort
and translation. The literature has a large number of papers that
discussed different techniques to automatically evaluate MT
systems. Some of these studies will be presented in this
section.
Bi-Lingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) metric is one of
the earliest and widespread automatic evaluation metrics which
is presented in 2002 by [7]. BLEU popularity is due to the
easiness of its computation. In addition, it can be considered as
language independent. Many versions of this metric are
presented in different studies. BLEU uses a modified unigram
precision to compute the correlation between candidate and
reference translations.
(METEOR: Metric for Evaluation of Translation with
Explicit ORdering) (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005 [8]; Lavie and
Denkowski, 2009 ) is a recall-oriented metric that tries to solve
some of the problems in BLUE such as dealing with an exact
matching of words’ locations. The formula can deal with more
than one reference statement for evaluation. Similar to ATEC
approach, METEOR performs words’ alignments when the
word order in reference translations is different from word
order in candidate translations.
Wong and Kit presented in their paper [6] for the first time
their novel automatic metric which is called ATEC. In order to
express an idea in any natural language, you have to choose the
right words and put them in the right order. This simple fact of
natural language research is used by Assessment of Text
Essential Characteristics (ATEC). Authors Wong and Kit [5, 6]
presented ATEC (F-measure oriented metric) for machine
translation. As discussed earlier, ATEC metric computes the
precision and recall in order to compute F-measure. Afterward,
the penalty is computed which is based on the differences in
word orders. The final value of ATEC is calculated by
multiplying F-measure by the penalty as shown in the
introduction section of this study. This is the version which is
adopted in this study. The same authors of ATEC [5, 6]
proposed later an enhanced ATEC version of this metric and
presented an updated version of ATEC in [10]. This new
metric includes word position and information flow.
The study of Al-Kabi, Hailat, Al-Shawakfa, and Alsmadi
[11] uses BLEU metric to evaluate the quality of two free
online translators (Google and Babylon translators) in
translating English sentences to Arabic. They conclude in their

study that the quality of Google translator is better than the
quality of Babylon translator. Al-Deek, Al-Sukhni, Al-Kabi,
and Haidar [12] conducted a study to automatically compare
the translation quality of Google Translator and IM Translator)
by using ATEC metric. Their results showed that Google
translator outperforms IM translator in terms of the quality of
translating English sentences to Arabic.
The study of Hadla, Hailat, and Al-Kabi [13] also evaluates
the translation quality of two free online machine translators
(Google and Babylon translators) from Arabic to English. In
their study, the researchers select BLEU metric to measure the
quality of translation of the two systems under evaluation. The
researchers used a corpus that consists of more than 1000
Arabic sentences in their study. The result of their study also
indicates that the quality of Google translator is better than the
translation quality of Babylon. The corpus of Arabic sentences
they used with the English translations of these sentences
consists of 4169 Arabic words, where the number of unique
Arabic words is 2539. This corpus is released online to be used
by other researchers. These Arabic sentences were distributed
among four basic sentence functions (declarative, interrogative,
exclamatory, and imperative). Hadla, Hailat, and Al-Kabi
extended their study in [14]. They used METEOR 1.5 and
BLEU metrics to evaluate the effectiveness of Google
Translate and Babylon MT systems, using 1033 Arabic
sentences with two English reference translations for each
Arabic sentence. A system is built to automatically evaluate
MT using METEOR 1.5 and BLEU. As their previous study
the Arabic sentences are distributed equally among four basic
sentence functions (declarative, interrogative, exclamatory, and
imperative). The results of study [14] showed clearly that the
outputs of Google Translate are closer to reference translations
than Babylon MT system, except in the case of translating
exclamatory Arabic sentences to English where Babylon MT
system outputs prove to be closer to reference translations than
the outputs of Google Translate.
III.

METHODOLOGY

This section presents the methodology followed in this
paper to evaluate two FOMT systems. As shown in Fig. 1, the
study starts with the collection of the dataset that contains the
original Arabic texts of four Quranic chapters of the holy
Quran, where the total number of verses of these four chapters
is 486 as shown in Table I, in addition to the English
translation of each collected Arabic verse of the four selected
chapters. This study selects the four chapters with different
lengths (i.e. number of verses in the chapter) in the holy Quran.
Table I shows the number of verses in each chapter used in this
study. The translated version of these Quranic chapters was
collected from King Fahd Complex for the Printing of the
Glorious Quran website [15].
TABLE I.

THE SIZES OF USED QURANIC CHAPTERS

Chapter Name (AR)
Al-Fâtihah
Al-Baqarah
Al-Kahf
Yâ-Sîn
Total

Chapter
Name (EN)
The Opening
The Cow
The Cave
YaSin

Number of
Verses
7
286
110
83
486
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Where P(c, r), R(c, r), and M(c, r) are: precision, recall and
number of matched unigrams between the candidate (c) and
reference translations respectively. |c| and |r| are the lengths of
candidate translation and reference translation respectively.
Next unigram F-measure (F(c, r)) can be computed as
shown in formula 3 [6]:

F c, r  

2  Pc, r  Rc, r 
Pc, r   Rc, r 

(3)

As mentioned before, this metric is based on word choice
which measured as described in formula 3. Afterward, this
study measures the word order in terms of penalty rate
(Penalty) which is based only on word position differences
between a candidate translation and one or more reference
translations as shown in formula 4 [6]:
if PosDiff  0.25
1  PosDiff  4

(4)
Penalty  

0
if PosDiff  0.25

Afterward, the ATEC measure is computed using Fmeasure (formula 3) and the penalty (formula 4). Formula 5
presents the ATEC metric [6]:

 

(5)
ATEC  F c, r  Penalty
ATEC score is calculated sentence by sentence and then
averaged for the whole document.
Fig. 1. Schematic overview of the methodology

As shown in Fig. 1, in the second phase of the methodology
of this study, the collected Quranic verses are translated from
Arabic to English using both FOMT systems under evaluation
(Google and Bing Machine Translators). After translating the
collected verses, ATEC scores should be computed based on
the correlation between the automatically translated verses (i.e.
output of FOMT systems) and those translated by professional
humans (i.e. verses collected from human translated version of
the Glorious Quran).
ATEC score computation is based on unigram F-measure to
measure the word choice (i.e. matching between candidate and
reference translations). Therefore, this metric computes
Precision (P) and Recall (R) in order to compute afterward the
unigram F-measure which measures word choice as shown in
the following formulas 1 and 2 [6]:

Pc, r  
Rc, r  

M c, r 
c

M c, r 
r

(1)

To achieve the objectives of this research, a tool is built to
automatically compute ATEC score for each FOMTs under
evaluation (Google and Bing Machine Translators). In the last
phase of this study, the results are evaluated ( i.e. ATEC score
for each FOMT system). The results are used as a sign to tell
us about the quality of Arabic to English translation produced
by each FOMT system. Moreover, the collected results are
used to indicate which translator out of FOMTs under
evaluation (Google and Bing Machine Translators) is better.
thus, an average ATEC score is produced by computing the
average of ATEC scores for all verses in each chapter for each
FOMT system.
IV.

EXPERIMENTS

To automatically evaluate the performance of machine
translation, an evaluation tool using C# is developed to
compute ATEC score(s). The main screen of the tool is shown
in Fig. 2. This tool produces the evaluation of the translation
either for one verse (as shown in the Fig. 2) or for the complete
chapter. Fig. 2 shows the evaluation of the sixth verses in Sûrat
Al-Fâtihah. Fig. 2 shows clearly the values of Precision (P) and
Recall (R), and ATEC score.

(2)
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Fig. 2. The main screen of the Arabic ATEC-based FOMT Evaluation System

RESULTS

To extensively evaluate the quality of FOMT systems in
translating Quranic text, the experiments were conducted on
four chapters. Table 2 shows initial results of these
experiments. Table 2 shows a number of verses in each chapter
and the average ATEC score of each FOMT system for that
chapter. Average ATEC score is produced by computing the
average of ATEC score of all verses in each chapter for each
FOMT system). The average ATEC score represents the
quality of translation on a scale from 0 (the lowest quality) to 1
(the highest quality). Table II and Fig. 3 show the average
ATEC score of Google translator varies from 0.34 ( in The
Opening (Sûrat Al-Fâtihah) chapter) to 0.41 ( in The Cow
(Sûrat Al-Baqarah) chapter) and the average ATEC score of
Bing translator varies from 0.23 ( in The Opening (Sûrat AlFâtihah) chapter) to 0.34 ( in The Cow (Sûrat Al-Baqarah)
chapter). Thus, it is concluded that Google Translate system is
better than Bing translator in translating Quranic text.
TABLE II.

AVERAGE ATEC SCORE OF EACH FOMT SYSTEM

Chapter

Average ATEC Score
Google MT
Bing MT

The Opening, (Al-Fâtihah)

0.34

0.23

Al-Baqarah

0.41

0.34

Al-Kahf

0.34

0.29

Yâ-Sîn

0.38

0.30

ATEC Scores of the whole Surats

0.45

0.4
0.35
0.3
0.25
Google

0.2

Bing

0.15
0.1

ATEC Score

V.

0.05
0
Sûrat Yâ-Sîn

Sûrat Al-Kahf

Sûrat AlBaqarah

Sûrat Al-Fâtihah

Fig. 3. Average ATEC score for each translated Sûrat on each FOMT

The results show that, although Google Translate system is
better than Bing, yet the average ATEC score for both
translators is less than 41% which is generally low.
In order to extensively investigate the quality of translation
for both online systems, the developed tool was designed to
give us the average ATEC scores for each FOMT system used
to translate verses with different lengths ( i.e. number of words
in the translated verse). Fig. 4, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 showed the
average ATEC score for the translated verses based on their
length in Sûrat Al-Baqarah, Sûrat Al-khahf and Sûrat YaSin
chapters respectively.
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ATEC Scores of Sûrat Al-Baqarah
0.9
0.8

ATEC Score

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4

Google MT

0.3

Bing MT

0.2
0.1
5
6
7
9
11
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
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52
53
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56
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59
60
61
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67
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74
75
76
77
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80
82
83
85
87
89
90
91
93
97
98
100
105
106
107
109
110
112
133
136
139
145
146
154
163
207
263

0

Translated Verse Length ( # of Worrds)
Fig. 4. Average ATEC score for different translated verses of The Cow (Al-Baqarah) chapter by the two FOMT Systems (classified by verse length)

ATEC Score Score of Sûrat Al-Kahf
0.7
0.6

ATEC Score

0.5
0.4
Google MT

0.3

Bing MT

0.2
0.1
0
10 11 14 15 16 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 27 28 29 30 31 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 42 43 44 45 47 49 50 51 53 56 57 59 60 62 63 73 75 83 85 86
Translated Verse Length ( # of Worrds)

Fig. 5. Average ATEC score for deferent translated verses of Al-khahf on each FOMT (classified by verse length)
ATEC Scores of Sûrat Yâ-Sîn
0.7
0.6

ATEC Score

0.5
0.4
Google MT

0.3

Bing MT
0.2
0.1
0
6

7

10 11 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 34 35 37 38 40 43 46 48 50

Translated Verse Length ( # of Worrds)

Fig. 6. Average ATEC score for deferent translated verses of Sûrat Yâ-Sîn on each FOMT (classified by verse length)

In most cases the translation of Google was better than the
translation of Bing according to ATEC scores as shown in Fig.
4, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. Moreover, from those Figures, it can be
seen that the quality of the translation (which is presented by
ATEC Scores) is independent of the length of the verse. The

figures show that the ATEC scores of some translated verses
with the short lengths are higher than the ATEC scores of some
translated verses with the longer lengths and vice versa. From
this observation, it is believed that the quality of verse
translation is dependent on the words that composed the verse.
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During the evaluation, it is found out that both FOMT
systems have completely failed to translate many words ( such
as (األذقانchins) and ( فعززناreinforced) in YaSin Chapter (Sûrat
Yâ-Sîn), and like ( عسراdistress) in (Sûrat Al-Kahf). It has also
been noticed that in such cases, Google Translate System kept
the word as is (in Arabic) in its translation while Bing
translator used English characters to transliterate instead of
translating it.
VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

As the issue of Quran translation is important to many
readers and as there can be a significant difference in the
meaning between “literal” and “contextual” translations, we
think that a special framework and methods should be used to
translate holy books in general. Our plan in future is to
integrate results from automatic translations with domain
experts (i.e. religious scholars). Many religious scholars for
example prefer to use the word “interpretation” rather than
“translation” to reflect the fact that the translation of Quran
from Arabic to English or any other language can never render
the exact original meanings and contexts.
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The need to translate Arabic text to other natural languages
especially English is continuously growing. In this study, an
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